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"AIR WAR” OVER NORTHERN FRANCE

In the words of a fighter pilot "there was a considerable air war" over Northern

France today when the largest Spitfire armada yet used by Fighter Command on a single

operation escorted R.A.F. and American bombers in an attack on airfields at Lille

and Vitry-En-Artois and carried out independent sweeps.

Enemy fighters cane up in considerable force for the offensive against the Nord

airfields at Lille and dog-fights went on beyond the French coast on the way back. The

enemy concentrated its fighters against this part of the attack, and a Polish wing, giving

cover to American Marauders which bombed the airfield, shot down six German fighters

and damaged many more.

A British squadron carrying out the duties of close escort to the Marauders saw

the whole of the fighting but despite many temptations thrown in their path by enemy

decoy fighters, they stayed with the bombers and brought their formation back safely.

"As we crossed-the French coast we knew the enemy was going to try to stop us",
said a pilot. "We saw some F.W, 190s and an Me. 109s as we went in, but the attack

did not begin until we were near the target. Then a formation of F.Ws came

sweeping down, but dived away with our escort cover on their tails. We stuck close

to the bombers on their ran ha, and they bombed accurately while other air battles

between our cover wings and mixed formations of F.Ws and Mes, went on above and

around us. Several formations made diving attacks but never got to the bombers.

In addition to the massed fighters we had to face heavy flak".

Other Spitfire pilots reported similar heavy fighter attacks, with the F.Ws

persisting against their wing.

"There were dog fights still going on behind us as we crossed the coast coming

out with the bombers", said one of the escort pilots, "It was an all-Spitfire show

this morning, and I hove never seen the sky so full of battling aircraft.

"One squadron saw more than 90 enemy fighters and nearly every wing was engaged.

But the operation went according to plan and the bombing was good. About 12 enemy

fighters which were' tagging on behind us were dealt with by the Spitfire high-cover

and we saw one go down in flames,"

It seemed that the enemy put most of his eggs in one basket, for a similar

large formation of Spitfires and of bombers attacking another airfield at Lille

were hardly molested. Our fighters saw bombs hit dispersals and buildings and explode

on the runway.

A Norwegian pilot destroyed one enemy aircraft.

Other wings of Spitfires penetrated over 60 miles into France when they provided
escort for Mitchells which attacked the airfield at Vitry-En-Artois near Arras, After

the Mitchells had dropped their bombs across the airfield itself and hit a. number of

dispersals, seven He. 109 s dived astern of one of the escorting Spitfire squadrons and

tried to climb up behind the bombers. Their move was forestalled, by the Spitfires

and a Canadian flight Lieutenant destroyed one of the Mes, and an English pilot got

an F.W, making the total nine for the operation*

Typhoon bombers with Typhoon fighter escort attacked the airfield at Mardyck near

Dunkirk during the morning. No enemy aircraft attempted to interfere*


